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Divergent Trends in Special Collections and Archives: perceptions and priorities 

as influential factors in the field today 

 

 Special collections and archives are facilities within libraries, private 

organizations, schools or museums, not always physically separated, with their 

own staff and their own unique standards and needs. Documents or items 

housed in these facilities are often more delicate, harder or impossible to replace 

than items intended for frequent circulation. They require a separate skill set and 

greater knowledge of preservation techniques, in general.  Archivist certification 

is available yet rarely required by employers, but some professionals feel it gives 

them an added layer of authority and clout.  Special collections(spec. coll.) and 

archives careers are often linked to museum work, because research 

organizations like museums generally own and operate specialized reference 

collections and archives that contain rare documents and items. Typical work in 

this field entails appraising, scanning, digitizing, helping with research requests, 

processing(organizing and rehousing) (Wright, 2012) and cataloging new 

additions or replacements, preserving records and documents (generally, specific 

forms of records, such as manuscripts, electronic records, websites, photographs, 

maps, motion pictures, and sound recordings as well as diverse items of 

value(This almost always includes some objects that do not fit into the 

aforementioned classifications, such as signs, machinery, taxidermy, scale 

models, and so on)(Bureau of Labor Statistics, 2015)) Promoting awareness of 

and access to the collections, finding information for users and teaching users to 

use equipment or find information on their own is an important component of 

daily duties.  

https://lms.pratt.edu/course/view.php?id=34803


 In this paper, “maintenance” refers to basic archival work, from intake of 

new items, processing and cataloging, replacing or repairing and conserving 

items in the collection, to curatorial and digitizing work.  

Terms like “outreach,” ‘customer service,” and “forward-facing” will be used to 

encompass work that is less specific to archives, like teaching, display 

arrangement and activity planning, and general administrative work. There are 

few studies on job requirements and actual duties in this field, since they vary 

fairly widely between institutions, so I have based a lot of my perceptions on 

conversations with special collections librarians and archivists as well as copious 

job listings and the studies listed in my references, particularly The landscape of 

archival employment: A study of professional archivist job advertisements, 2006-2014 by 

Tansey, E. 2015. 

In my discussions with archive and special collection professionals, 

(Alyson Barrett, Pratt graduate, working in spec. coll. and archives in New York 

and California at multiple institutions since 2009, currently a private high school 

librarian; Lacey Flint, Archivist at the Explorer’s Club in Manhattan; Clare 

Flemming, certified Archivist at New York Archives in Albany and working in 

spec. coll. since 2002; Greg Raml, Special Collections Librarian and the American 

Museum of Natural History since 2009; Ralph Caiazzo, Head of Reference at the 

New York Law Institute, employed there since 1974, and others) I have gained an 

overall sense that changing budgetary policies, stemming from the recession in 

the late 80s and early 90s and with lasting impact in how archives are viewed, 

caused two separate philosophies to evolve in the management of libraries with 

archives and special collections.  

First, centered on the notion that special collections do not add value to an 

institution, or not enough value to justify their expenses.  Such an idea dictates 

that it would be best to combine or disperse special collections and archives to 

reduce staff and focus on the library’s collection as a single entity with no 

separate holdings. (Wendorf, 2002) This mindset often involves a gradual shift of 



duties away from archival work and towards general library or forward-facing 

work.  

Second, stemming from the belief that special collections add intrinsic 

value to the holdings of an institution and should be enhanced and grown, and 

funded to maintain staff and allow acquisitions. This second mindset allows 

special collections librarians and archivists to focus on the work that is specific to 

their skill set and to the separate collections they were employed to serve. Many 

libraries have embraced this idea and increased attention to collections dealing 

with minority groups and the arts, recognizing a demand with a lack of supply. 

(Miller, 1993, vi) 

General library work(reshelving, creating displays, weeding and user 

services are often more time sensitive than archival work, so when special 

collections and archives are not valued highly, it is only natural that archival 

preservation work will be less of a priority in terms of staff time. Budget is 

determined according to these two management philosophies, so if you work in 

archives at a small organization with fewer options for funding, you are more 

likely to encounter the first mindset. (Miller, 1993, vi) “A workload that is 

balanced between archiving and customer service is hard to achieve. It is hard to 

‘sell’ the value of preservation and processing work to employers who only look 

at measurables like service statistics. In academia (including schools) no one 

outside of the library understands what we do.”-Alyson Barrett, current title: 

Lead Librarian, Convent & Stuart Hall High School, on how budget requests for 

archives are viewed by administrations that are indifferent to their value. She 

was hired for this position under the promise that it included archive work in the 

school’s special collections of local interest subjects. She was very disappointed 

to discover that creating programming for classes and events is the true focus of 

the job, and almost no archive work comes her way. School libraries have been 

key examples of this first mindset since the recessionary budget crisis forced 



them to take any action necessary to reduce staff and integrate collections. 

(Wendorf, 2002, pg. 20) 

When the focus is on direct user services, measured by counting 

interactions and tracking the number of items requested, or website hits per day, 

the job is boiled down into numbers that may look good on paper but don’t 

necessarily reflect the quality of the work, or take into account the amount of 

work that takes place behind the scenes. Pressure to generate higher numbers or 

better user feedback supplants the energies that should be placed on improving 

and preserving the collections. (Miller, 1993, vii) Short-term goals are given 

higher priority than long-term posterity and preservation of the cultural record. 

 Increased awareness and access to special collections may not result in a 

quantifiable uptick in user satisfaction, or in a traceable increase in use of items- 

people may be more comfortable entering the space and looking at the available 

items, but they may not take them out. There are as many complaints about how 

statistics are gathered as there are suggestions for improvement.  

Digitized collections that are accessible online are often proudly cited for 

giving archives’ user counts a massive boost, like at Cornell, where users per day 

increased from about 100 to over 5,000 over the course of a single year spent 

building their digital collection.(Hirtle, 2002, pg. 2) Digitization projects take 

time, machinery, and can be costly, but they are usually recognized as the best 

way to increase access. As born-digital items increasingly outpace print materials 

in terms of production, one could argue that there is less need for library staff to 

work on digitization, especially if special collections and archives are not 

important to an institution that is trimming its budget and wishes to concentrate 

on current materials. However, there are often needs that cannot be met with 

digital copies, or reasons that physical records are still necessary(Ralph Caiazzo 

from the New York Law Institute Library related an anecdote about a research 

project involving digital records that were not legal to share without a long wait 

for permission, but for which the original physical documents could still be 



shared and shown due to a peculiar copyright issue.) Documents like this need to 

be cared for properly by an archivist to ensure their continued survival. 

The benefit of combining staff and absorbing special collections into 

general library collections is of course a reduction in expense and salaries, and 

income may be realized from the sale of rare items that require special handling. 

A special collections librarian’s or archivist’s salary averages around $60,000, 

(Economic Research Institute, n.d.) so staff salaries are a very important 

budgetary consideration and are tempting to view as dispensable. The loss of 

unique attributes may not necessarily damage the library’s appeal or reputation 

as useful. 

In the large and informative index of library collections, “Subject 

Collections, 7th Edition” an overview is given of this change.(Miller, 1993, vi) The 

editors discuss their experience of watching many smaller organizations break 

up their special collections or integrate the items, selling or absorbing them into 

the general collection, or closing their doors altogether due to a lack of funding, 

while larger organizations (Yale, for instance) began to prize special collections 

as what sets them apart, raising funds to improve facilities or acquisitions, and 

working to increase access to and awareness of their special collections and 

archives. This work was compiled in 1993 on the heels of the recession and is still 

relevant. Implementing lasting institutional change takes years, and it is clear 

that even now, we are seeing these shifts and decisions play out (The Cushing 

Center at Yale’s Whitney Library is a good example of this, as a special archive 

consisting of brains, documents, machinery, tools, and photographs that in 

2010(Dagradi, 2014) was refurbished, preserved, and given a beautiful new room 

with guided tours given by appointment.) (Morton, 2014) The Carle Museum 

and the Isabella Stewart Gardner Museum are small museums that house unique 

collections of rare books, drawings, artwork, correspondence and music 

archives(‘Isabella Stewart Gardner museum: Overview’, 2016) (‘Carle museum’, 

n.d.) as well as reading rooms for daily use, proving that the size of the museum 



or library in question is not the only rubric for gauging the esteem granted to the 

archives.  

Balanced positions, with time allowed for processing and preserving 

duties as well as teaching and customer service do exist and are still created and 

listed. Certain entities have been able to increase budgets and space allotted to 

special collections and archives. Others have diverged and dismantled or 

combined their collections, and it is necessary when seeking employment to get a 

sense of whether an organization values their archives by observing how they 

advertise or present them to the public and in job advertisements. Sometimes 

listings will specifically mention ongoing projects and developing databases that 

fall under the purview of the archivist they hope to hire, which is a good 

indication that archiving work is a priority and is not in immediate danger of 

elimination. Due to the evolution of the two philosophies of library management 

described above, the attitudes of the professionals whose articles are cited and 

the slow pace of institutional change, I feel that the future of archives and special 

collections will lie in institutions that make a concerted effort to champion their 

unique assemblages, and that it will become even easier to tell which institutions 

those are. Special collections and archives are not in danger. They are finding 

appropriate homes and thriving in them.  
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